CPI RMR® Industrial Enclosures
CPI's NEMA-rated enclosures minimize environmental impact on sensitive equipment, ensuring continued
operational efficiency.
CPI is uniquely prepared to respond to your specific requirements with rapid product modification and kitting
that gives you a competitive advantage.


CPI offers NEMA Type 4, 12 /IP 55, 66, adaptable to NEMA Type 1, 2, 3, 3R and 5 enclosures.



CPI industrial enclosures use advanced formed-in-place foam gasket technology to meet NEMA Type
4 and 12 protection ratings, improving and increasing the life of all door seals.



Adjustable depth mounting rails allow flexibility within enclosures.



CPI industrial enclosures are available in THOUSANDS of standard configurations, and are
extremely customizable to meet specifics needs.



Wide range of thermal and cable management accessories are available – Including finger managers,
PDU brackets, fans, and air conditioners
o

The option for effective and reliable cooling in industrial enclosures ensures that there will
be sufficient cold airflow through the fully sealed enclosure saving equipment from
overheating.

o

All accessories, including PDUs can be consolidated under a single part number and
shipped preinstalled.



Grounding and bonding studs are included on doors and frame; optional grounding and bonding kit
to bond enclosure to the plate.



CPI industrial enclosures features a welded, roll-formed frame with optional sealed cable entry
points.

DID YOU KNOW?
CPI Industrial enclosures feature attachment points along the frame,
providing quick and secure mounting of plates, rails and accessories at any
point along the frame.
CPI Enclosures are highly customizable – we are happy to design what you
need to solve any problem.
Your equipment is highly susceptible to the ingress of dust and other
contaminants – Unless enclosures hold the appropriate IP/NEMA rating,
your equipment is at risk for premature failure, shortening the hardware
refresh cycle. The best way to save money on equipment replacement
and repairs is to protect against dirty and harsh environments.

Integrity & proven results.

